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Abstract
Compared with the iambic tetrameter, the iambic pentameter allows
greater metrical tension, specifically, a higher relative frequency of
prominence mismatches. This Tension Asymmetry is shown to hold for a
corpus of 125 English poems from the last 400 years, including 47 in
tetrameter and 73 in pentameter. The Tension Asymmetry is argued to be
attributable to the uneven metrical structure of the pentameter, rather
than to prosodic considerations. This is supported by the finding that the
iambic pentameter not only shows inversion more frequently, but that it
tolerates inversion at lower levels of the prosodic hierarchy. The crucial
role of even versus uneven structure in explaining the Tension Asymmetry
is underlined by the discovery that the (balanced) hexameter is at least as
stringent as the tetrameter.

1

Introduction

Close study of the English metrical verse tradition turns up asymmetries with interesting implications for the relation between cognition, perception, and artistic
endeavor. Perhaps the most striking example is the almost complete absence of isometric poems in trochaic pentameter (e.g. Fenton 2003: 39), of which the most comprehensive available anthology of English poetry (The Norton Anthology of Poetry;
Ferguson et al. 2005) furnishes not a single example. This striking gap would seem to
point to a fundamental difference between trochaic and iambic verse, and in earlier
work (Bye, submitted) I have proposed that the gap is a verse manifestation of the
Iambic-Trochaic Law (e.g. Hayes 1995).
Both trochees and iambs occur freely in the tetrameter, which may be taken to represent the ground pattern of the verse line, with the pentameter and hexameter as augmentations licensed by iambic foot structure. In a departure from the idea, assumed
in much work in nonlinear Generative Metrics (e.g. Kiparsky 1977, and others), that
verse trochees and iambs are mirror images, defined by the ordering of strong (S) and
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weak (W) metrical positions, I argue that verse trochees are structurally even, while
verse iambs are structurally uneven and right-branching. This ASYMMETRIC THEORY works
by adding a further level of representation to the metrical hierarchy. Metrical positions, symbolized by <α>, dominate timing units <τ>, in the same way as, in the
prosodic hierarchy, syllables dominate moras. The structures of the trochee and iamb
according to the Symmetric and Asymmetric Theories are shown for comparison in
TAB. 1. The verse foot is symbolized by <π>. Metrical positions that dominate a single
timing unit are shown as <α/τ>.
Trochee

Iamb

π

π

Symmetric
Theory

S
Asymmetric
Theory

W

S
π

π
α/τ

W

α

α/τ
α/τ τ

τ

TAB. 1: Types of Verse Feet in Symmetric and Asymmetric Theories

Although I will still refer to metrical positions as ‘strong’ and ‘weak’, in the Asymmetric
Theory these notions may be derived from structural relationships.
When we group verse feet in binary fashion to give half-lines, or dipodies (δ), and
half-lines to yield full lines (λ), we get the representation of the iambic tetrameter
shown in FIG. 1.
Under asymmetric assumptions, the iambic pentameter may be understood as a projection of uneven foot structure at the level of the line and second half-line. Adapting
the proposal by Kiparsky (1977: 230), the iambic pentameter differs from the tetrameter in the left-adjunction of an additional verse foot to the second half-line. This is
shown in FIG. 2.
Thus, while the iambic pentameter incurs a structural cost (marked left-adjunction of
a verse foot), there is nonetheless a payoff in terms of the enhancement of unevenness as such, since the half-line with left-adjunction mimics the structure of the rightbranching iamb.1 In the case of trochaic feet, on the other hand, projection of even
foot structure at the line and half-line levels would simply be a case of vacuous application. The logically possible but negligibly attested augmentation pattern, the
trochaic pentameter, would incur the structural cost but, on asymmetric assumptions,
no enhancement benefit would result.
This paper examines what I argue is a quantitative manifestation of the same underlying asymmetry: the iambic pentameter affords greater metrical tension, or complexity, than the iambic tetrameter, a phenomenon I dub the TENSION ASYMMETRY. This
1

It is possible to view the enhancement as a hierarchical version of Jakobsonian recurrence.
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FIG. 1: Tree structure for iambic tetrameter
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FIG. 2: Tree structure for iambic pentameter

observation is nothing new. Poets and scholars of poetry have long intuited such a
connection. Timothy Steele, for example, writes the following in his primer on
prosody:
The pentameter […] is more flexible than the shorter lines. It is not just a matter
of its being longer. The line has as well a wonderfully fluid asymmetry.
Steele (1999: 15)

The first empirical demonstrations of this flexibility are recent. Examining the distribution of initial inversion (the substitution of a trochee in the W S template at the
beginning of a line) and erosion (where the S position is realized by a secondary
stress or an unstressed syllable), Duffell (2008a, b) shows that both occur at higher rates
in pentameter compared with tetrameter verse. Duffell’s data allow direct comparison
of the rates of initial inversion and erosion in the verse of two poets, Alexander Pope
and Robert Browning, shown in TAB. 2 (put together from separate tables in Duffell
2008a: 8, 10, 13).
For Browning, the frequency of initial inversion in his iambic pentameter (8.3%) is
almost twice that of his iambic tetrameter (4.3%). The relation between Pope’s also
goes in the same direction, although the difference is much smaller (3.7% versus
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Initial inversion (%)
Poet
Browning
Pope

Iambic
Tetrameter
4.3
2.6

Iambic
Pentameter
8.3
3.7

Erosion (%)
Iambic
Tetrameter
10.7
9.9

Iambic
Pentameter
13.6
12.3

TAB. 2: Initial inversion and erosion in the iambic meters of two English poets
(after Duffell 2008a)

2.6%). Duffell also provides data for erosion at each ‘ictus’ (≈ strong position) and the
line average, the latter also shown in TAB. 2. As can be seen, the erosion rates are also
somewhat higher for the iambic pentameters of both poets.
In this paper, I develop a slightly different approach to measuring tension. My conclusions are based on an analysis of 120 poems, 47 iambic tetrameter and 73 iambic pentameter. In addition, five hexameter poems are included for further comparison,
bringing the total number of poems to 125. All are listed in the appendix.
The term tension refers to several types of mismatch between metrical and prosodic
structure, including extrametricality and resolution. I abstract away from these here
and focus on prominence mismatch. In the unmarked state of affairs, a metrically
strong position maps onto a phonologically prominent exponent, while a metrically
weak position maps onto a non-prominent exponent. The marked case in which a
weak metrical position maps onto a phonological prominence I shall refer to as
prosodic fortition (henceforth, fortition for short). I shall use the term prosodic lenition
(lenition for short) to refer to the situation where a strong metrical position may map
onto a non-prominent exponent. These terms are borrowed from segmental phonology
(see, e.g. Bye–De Lacy 2008), but there is no reason why they should not be used to
describe the mapping from metrical positions to prosodic exponents. 2

2

Metrical tension and prominence mismatch

Tension is obviously a property of the individual line, just as meter is. However, it is
also possible to see tension (and meter) as a property of a larger textual unit, for
example, an entire isometric poem, or a coherent part of one. This conception, which
I take to be the appropriate one for present purposes, is what underlies most peda gogical approaches to poetic meter. Learners are typically asked: ‘What is the meter
of this poem?’ Put differently, tension is part of verse design, to use Jakobson’s (1960)
term. In the next section, I will motivate this idea further, before turning to how we
can determine occurrences of prosodic fortition and lenition in detail.
2

Attridge (1982) conceives of the mapping between prosody and meter as proceeding in the
opposite direction, and proposes the terms demotion and promotion to describe the
mapping from syllables to ‘beats’ and ‘offbeats’ (his terms for strong and weak metrical
positions). Thus, demotion occurs when a stressed syllable occurs on an offbeat, and
promotion when an unstressed syllable falls on a beat.
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2.1 Tension as verse design
In their earliest contributions to Generative Metrics, Halle–Keyser specifically set out
to engage not only linguists, but literary scholars as well. In a response to their seminal article in College English (Halle–Keyser 1966), the critic W. K. Wimsatt (1970)
raised searching questions about the appropriateness of Halle and Keyser’s emphasis
on rules, arguing that it is preferable to understand the meter of a poem as a ‘norm’.
While Halle–Keyser’s rules are designed to distinguish between metrical and unmetrical lines, Wimsatt’s concept of a norm appears to invoke meter as a property of a
poem. One of Wimsatt’s key empirical arguments for the normative conception of
meter has to do with the way exponents of minor categories (function words) in
strong metrical positions may be ‘tilted’ to the meter “without violence to any linguistic given” (p. 785; his emphasis). In phonological terms, what Wimsatt seems to have
in mind is that function words in certain positions may optionally be incorporated
into prosodic structure either as clitics or as full prosodic words (e.g. Miller 1977;
Selkirk 1996; Ito–Mester 2009). Thus, in a line like Chaucer’s The Millere was a stout
carl, for the nones (The Canterbury Tales, General Prologue, l. 547), the function words
was and for, which both occur in strong positions, may be tilted ‘in favor of the meter’
by giving them their strong (full word), rather than their weak (clitic), forms (in
present-day General British English: /wɒz/ S ~ /wəz/W , and /fɔː/S ~ /fə/W).
As Wimsatt states, tilting is not a linguistic given: it is optional. Its function is to facilitate recognition of the meter. Whether it is applied or not, however, is a matter of
performance style, and this has implications for how we register prominence mismatches, a question to which we return in the next section.
While not taking his cue from Wimsatt, Fabb (2001, 2006) highlights pertinent facts
concerning the statistical distribution of function words in strong and weak positions
that point to a similar normative interpretation. On one level, meter is structure, and
certain aspects of its relation to the prosodified text may be described using metrical
rules. On another level, meter is also ‘message’, and as such is subject to the principles
of inferential pragmatics, specifically Relevance Theory (Sperber–Wilson 1995). 3
In short, Fabb argues that the meter of a poem is part of the poet’s communicative
intent. From a pragmatic perspective, the prosodified text of a line of verse may be
understood as an ostensive stimulus from which evidence the listener or reader is
able to infer a particular meter. The persistence or recurrence of the metrical pattern
(with variations) increases the chances that the desired inference is drawn. The
nature of the ostension is mimetic, since “[i]t is the degree of resemblance between
the decoded [phonological—P.B.] structure and the [metrical—P.B.] stereotype which
warrants […] the inference”. This ostensive-inferential relationship explains Fabb’s
finding, on the basis of a corpus of 1749 of Robert Browning’s iambic pentameters,
that the articles the and a(n) are overwhelmingly found in weak metrical positions
(774 out of 846 instances, or 91.5%). As Fabb points out, this is a preference

3

Kiparsky (1987) incorporates inferential pragmatics into his revised version of Jakobson’s
program for linguistic poetics.
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“not forced by the generative metrical rules, but […] a consequence of the need to imitate
a certain normative pattern”.
Further evidence in favor of this normative view is that poems in the same meter and
by the same poet may show global differences in tension, a point also made by
Paterson (2018), who distinguishes between ‘tight’ and ‘loose’ metrical ‘frames’.
A good example of such a difference is between William Blake’s ‘The Little Black Boy’
(from Songs of Innocence) and ‘To the Evening Star’, both poems in iambic pentameter. Let us first consider the first three stanzas of ‘The Little Black Boy’, which evinces
fairly low tension over all. The fortition rate is 8.6%, while the lenition rate is 25.0%
(values are for the poem as a whole).
(1)

My mother bore me in the southern wild,
And I am black, but O! my soul is white;
White as an angel is the English child:
But I am black as if bereav’d of light.
My mother taught me underneath a tree
And sitting down before the heat of day,
She took me on her lap and kissed me,
And pointing to the east began to say.
Look on the rising sun: there God does live
And gives his light, and gives his heat away.
And flowers and trees and beasts and men recieve
Comfort in morning joy in the noon day.
William Blake, ‘The Little Black Boy’ (1789), Stanzas 1–3

Compare this with ‘To the Evening Star’ below, which shows considerably higher tension throughout. Here the fortition rate stands at 26.7%, the lenition rate at 35.2%.
(2)

Thou fair-hair’d angel of the evening,
Now, while the sun rests on the mountains, light
Thy bright torch of love; thy radiant crown
Put on, and smile upon our evening bed!
Smile on our loves; and, while thou drawest the
Blue curtains of the sky, scatter thy silver dew
On every flower that shuts its sweet eyes
In timely sleep. Let thy west wind sleep on
The lake; speak silence with thy glimmering eyes,
And wash the dusk with silver. Soon, full soon,
Dost thou withdraw; then the wolf rages wide,
And the lion glares thro’ the dun forest:
The fleeces of our flocks are cover’d with
Thy sacred dew: protect them with thine influence.
William Blake, ‘To the Evening Star’ (1783)

Having set out the reasons for viewing tension as a property of the poem, I turn to a
discussion of how prominence mismatch is determined.
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2.2 Prosodic fortition and lenition
I adopt a binary feature as sufficient to characterize the prosodic exponents of metrical positions. A metrical position realized by the head of some prosodic word, including a prosodic word that is the member of a compound word, is assigned the value of
‘1’; any other metrical position is assigned the value 0. Thus, each syllable in manhunt
would be assigned ‘1’, but in mandate, the final syllable, which realizes a phonological
(secondary stress) foot, would be assigned ‘0’. Fortition entails a weak metrical position whose exponent is assigned the value ‘1’, and lenition a strong metrical position
whose exponent is assigned the value ‘0’. There are thus four possible prosodic
expansions of the iambic verse foot: [01] (default), [00] (lenition without fortition),
[11] (fortition without lenition), and [10] (fortition with lenition). Using this system,
William Wordsworth’s ‘Scorn Not the Sonnet’ is scanned as shown below. The center
dot <·> delimits parts of words separated by verse foot boundaries.
(3)

( Scorn not )10 ( the Son· )01 ( ·net; Crit· )01 ( ·ic, you )00 ( have frowned, )01
( Mindless )10 ( of its )00 ( just hon· )11 ( ·ours; -- with )00 ( this key )01
( Shakespeare )10 ( unlocked )01 ( his heart; )01 ( the mel· )01 ( ·ody )00
( Of this )00 ( small Lute )11 ( gave ease )11 ( to Pet· )01 ( ·rarch's wound; )01
( A thou· )01 ( ·sand times )01 ( this Pipe )01 ( did Tas· )01 ( ·so sound; )01
( Camö· )01 ( ·ens soothed )01 ( with it )00 ( an Ex· )01 ( ·ile’s grief; )01
( The Son· )01 ( ·net glit· )01 ( ·tered a )00 ( gay myr· )11 ( ·tle Leaf )01
( Amid )00 ( the cy· )01 ( ·press with )00 ( which Dan· )01 ( ·te crowned )01
( His vis· )01 ( ·ionar· )00 ( ·y brow: )01 ( a glow- )01 ( ·worm Lamp, )11
( It cheered )01 ( mild Spen· )11 ( ·ser, called )01 ( from Fae· )01 ( ·ry-land )01
( To strugg· )01 ( ·le through )00 ( dark ways; )11 ( and, when )01 ( a damp )01
( Fell round )10 ( the path )01 ( of Mil· )01 ( ·ton, in )00 ( his hand )01
( The Thing )01 ( became )01 ( a Trum· )01 ( ·pet; whence )01 ( he blew )01
( Soul-an· )11 ( ·imat· )00 ( ·ing strains-- )01 ( alas, )01 ( too few! )11

A number of the poems analyzed here evince syllable extrametricality, and other
types of tension that are not reducible to fortition/lenition, and so need not detain us
here. In cases of extrametricality, some prosodic material lacks a correspondent in
the metrical representation. Double upbeats and resolutions fall within the permitted
range in which prosodic exponents of metrical positions vary. They do not affect the
computation of prominence mismatch. By way of illustration, Yeats’ poem ‘The Circus
Animals’ Desertion’ includes a line (l. 20) with all three, shown in (4).
(4)

( But mas· )01 ( ·terful Heaven )01 ( had in· )00 ( ·tervened )01 ( to save )01 <it.>

The line ends with an extrametrical syllable. In the second verse foot both the weak
and strong positions each map onto two phonological syllables, the weak position
being realized by a double upbeat and the strong by a moraic trochee of (arguably)
two syllables.
TAB. 3 gives the relative frequencies of each prosodic expansion for all 125 poems
analyzed.
Over all, lenition without fortition [00] is 2.4 times as frequent as fortition without
lenition [11], suggesting that fortition represents a more marked departure from the
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Prosodic expansion
Tetrameter
Pentameter
Hexameter
All meters

[01]
73.0
67.3
77.5
69.9

[00]
16.6
18.9
17.3
17.9

[11]
7.0
8.3
3.7
7.6

[10]
3.4
5.5
1.5
4.5

TAB. 3: Relative frequency of each prosodic expansion

iambic norm than lenition does. Iambic feet may thus be ranked in a hierarchy of relative well-formedness as shown in (5), where fortition with lenition [10] is the most
marked option of all.
(5)

[01] ≻ [00] ≻ [11] ≻ [10]

An important methodological point is that the value of ‘1’ is only assigned when a
metrical position is realized by the head of a linguistically given prosodic word. This
includes lexical or morphosyntactic words, which obligatorily project a prosodic
word (e.g. Selkirk 1996), and also minor words (function words and/or pronouns) in
two types of context. First, function words obligatorily project a prosodic word at the
end of a phonological phrase, for example the stranded preposition at in ‘What are
you looking [æt]~*[ət]?’ Second, function words and pronouns project a prosodic
word under emphasis. Where such emphasis is indicated in the text (e.g. by italics), or
the context makes it overwhelmingly likely that such emphasis is intended, I have
recorded a value of ‘1’. The procedure thus abstracts away from choices made in performance, in particular the possibility of tilting the realization of function words ‘in
favor of the meter’. The point of this is to avoid introducing unconscious bias into the
analysis, for example by increasing the rate of (performed) lenitions in the pentameter relative to the tetrameter. In the terms of Jakobson (1960), it restricts attention
to verse instances, abstracting away from variation in delivery (instance or design).
In the last part of this section, I will briefly list which classes of word count as ‘minor’ in
the analysis. A useful criterion is membership in a category that includes items with
strong (full word) and weak (clitic) forms. Here Cruttenden (2014: 273f.) lists articles
(a, the), certain quantifiers (any, some), prepositions (at, for, from, of, than, to), conjunctions (and, or, but), complementizers (that, if), auxiliaries (can, should, will), negative not,
just, personal pronouns (you, them) and possessive determiners (my, her). Although weak
forms are clitic, there is no generalized phonological reduction in cliticized function
words. Thus, on is always /ɒn/, whether clitic or not. Cliticization is further not limited to
monosyllabic words. Thus, Ito–Mester (2009) argue that polysyllabic function words, such
as the prepositions under and between, are also generally cliticized. In the present study
such words are thus never assigned ‘1’ except phrase-finally or under emphasis.
Wells (2008) additionally lists several other words as having ‘occasional’ weak forms,
which are dealt with here in the same way. These include no /nə/,4 nor / nə(r)/, so /sə/,
4

In my own RP variety, the occasional weak form of no is permissible with the comparative
forms of adjectives, e.g. no longer [nəʊ~nə lɒŋɡə], no wiser [nəʊ~nə waɪzə], but not NPs, e.g.
no sane person [nəʊ~*nə seɪn pɜːsnn̩].
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and the interrogative pronoun who (strong: /huː/; weak /hu/, /u/). The interrogative
pronoun what /wɒt/ lacks a separate weak form, but is dealt with in the same way as
who. Distal that /ðæt/ is never reduced, while proximal this may optionally have the
weak form /ðəs/, at least as a determiner. I have therefore elected to treat demonstra tive determiners as potential clitics (assigned ‘0’), but demonstrative pronouns as full
prosodic words (assigned ‘1’).

2.3 The corpus
The corpus for the present study consists of 125 isometric poems (47 tetrameter, 73
pentameter, 5 hexameter). Most are culled from The Norton Anthology of Poetry
(Ferguson et al. 2005), although I have also used the (New) Oxford Books of Poetry
series to supplement where necessary. For longer poems, shorter extracts of 20–50
lines have been used. All poems used are listed in the appendix. TAB. 4 shows the
number of poems, lines and feet analyzed for each meter.
Tetrameter
Pentameter
Hexameter
All meters

N(poems)
47
73
5
125

N(lines)
1077
1766
147
2990

N(feet)
4322
8722
719
13763

TAB. 4: Number of poems, lines and feet analyzed, by meter

For the tetrameter and pentameter, I have restricted my attention to 19 poets whose
work includes both. This has not been possible to do for the much rarer hexameter, to
which I return in Section 4.
Certain tetrameter poems were excluded because they evinced a pronounced metrical parallelism that produces a greater than usual divergence from the metrical
norm. For example, Ben Jonson’s ‘Clerimont’s Song’ (from Epicœne), the first stanza of
which is shown below in (6), begins with an initial inversion in the two first half-lines,
a pattern that is repeated in lines 3 and 6.
(6)

Still to be neat, still to be dressed,
As you were going to a feast;
Still to be powdered, still perfumed;
Lady, it is to be presumed,
Though art’s hid causes are not found,
All is not sweet, all is not sound.

The result is an atypically large proportion of fortitions (22.9%). Since this is clearly
due to the parallelism, it would have been misleading to include the poem in the sample. Other tetrameter poems that have been excluded for the same reasons are
Thomas Carew’s ‘Ask Me No More Where Love Bestows’, and ‘Mediocrity in Love Rejected’.
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The tension asymmetry

Box and whisker plots showing the mean rates of prosodic fortition and lenition in
the tetrameter and pentameter are shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 below.
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FIG. 3: Box and whisker plot showing mean fortition rate (%) for iambic tetrameter and
pentameter
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FIG. 4: Box and whisker plot showing mean lenition rate (%) for iambic tetrameter and
pentameter
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One-tailed t-tests indicated that fortition in the iambic pentameter (M=13.8, SD=5.8) is
more frequent than the iambic tetrameter (M=10.4, SD=5.3), t(104)=3.2, p<0.001,
d=0.61, and that lenition in the iambic pentameter (M=24.4, SD=5.6) is more frequent
than in the iambic tetrameter (M=20.0, SD=7.9), t(75)=3.3, p<0.001, d=0.64. The intuition that pentameter allows greater tension, specifically, a higher relative frequency
of prominence mismatch, is thus supported.
When we look at the work of individual poets, we see that the rates shift depending
on the poet. Thus, while Andrew Marvell’s verse may be said to be strict given its relatively low fortition rate, that of Philip Larkin is highly flexible. Marvell’s tetrameter
has a fortition rate of 3.1%, while Larkin’s tetrameter has 11.6%. Compare this with
the pentameters of these two poet, where Marvell has 10.2% and Larkin 20.2%. Marvell’s
iambic pentameter is still stricter on this measure than Larkin’s iambic tetrameter. In
the poetry of both, however, it is the pentameter that displays the greater flexibility.
TAB. 5 shows the average rates for fortition for fifteen of the poets studied, and the
difference between the pentameter and tetrameter.
Poet
William Blake
Matthew Arnold
Philip Larkin
Robert Frost
Andrew Marvell
Ralph Waldo Emerson
William Wordsworth
Jonathan Swift
Robert Herrick
Robert Browning
Ben Jonson
William Butler Yeats
Alfred Lord Tennyson
Michael Drayton
Howard Nemerov

Iambic
pentameter
19.6
20.8
20.2
12.8
10.2
20.4
10.9
13.7
12.5
19.1
6.7
17.2
10.1
10.7
12.3

Iambic
tetrameter
6.8
10.8
11.6
5.1
3.1
14.1
5.5
8.8
11.1
17.7
6.9
17.7
10.6
12.5
14.7

Difference
12.8
10.0
8.6
7.7
7.1
6.3
5.4
4.9
1.4
1.4
–0.2
–0.5
–0.5
–1.8
–2.4

TAB. 5: Average rate of fortition in iambic tetrameter and pentameter by poet

For the seven poets at the bottom of TAB. 5 (Herrick, Browning, Jonson, Yeats, Tennyson,
Drayton, and Nemerov), the difference in fortition rate between the pentameter and
tetrameter would appear to be negligible. Indeed, for Jonson, Yeats, Tennyson, Drayton,
and Nemerov, the difference is actually negative, although for Jonson, Yeats and
Tennyson the difference is very small. Interestingly, Nemerov stands out somewhat as
having greater stringency in his tetrameter. With respectively 12.8 and 10.0, William
Blake and Matthew Arnold have the largest difference in fortition rate, with Philip
Larkin not far behind at 8.6.
TAB. 6 shows the corresponding rates for lenition, along with the difference. Again,
the trend is for a higher proportion of lenitions in the pentameter compared with the
iambic tetrameter.
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Poet
Robert Browning
Philip Larkin
Alfred Lord Tennyson
William Wordsworth
William Butler Yeats
Ralph Waldo Emerson
William Blake
Matthew Arnold
Andrew Marvell
Michael Drayton
Ben Jonson
Jonathan Swift
Robert Herrick
Howard Nemerov
Robert Frost

Iambic
pentameter
21.6
26.2
21.8
26.1
31.3
26.5
29.2
21.1
24.4
18.7
30.1
12.2
22.8
25.7
20.7

Iambic
tetrameter
10.3
18.6
14.3
19.5
25.1
21.1
25.5
17.7
23.4
17.9
29.9
13.2
24.0
27.9
23.1

Difference
11.3
7.6
7.5
6.6
6.2
5.4
3.7
3.4
1.0
0.8
0.2
–1.0
–1.2
–2.2
–2.4

TAB. 6: Average rate of lenition in iambic tetrameter and pentameter by poet

For the seven poets at the bottom of TAB. 6 (Marvell, Drayton, Jonson, Swift, Herrick,
Nemerov, and Frost), the difference in lenition rate between the two meters is negligible. Over all, Drayton, Jonson, Herrick and Nemerov cannot be said to use either fortition or lenition to enhance their pentameter. Indeed, Nemerov stands out as having a
pentameter that is more stringent than his tetrameter for both types of prominence
mismatch. Browning, Tennyson, and Yeats, who showed low rates of fortition in the
pentameter, score relatively high on lenition, however. Browning’s verse displays the
greatest difference in lenition rate.

4

Explaining the asymmetry

In this section I consider two competing hypotheses to explain the observed difference in the relative frequencies of prominence mismatch. I dub these the ‘Prosodic
Hypothesis’ and the ‘Metrical Hypothesis’. I further distinguish two versions of the
Metrical Hypothesis, the ‘Linear’ and the ‘Nonlinear’. I will argue that the Nonlinear
Metrical Hypothesis provides the best explanatory account of the facts.
According to the Prosodic Hypothesis, the Tension Asymmetry is attributable to a dif ference in the prosodic structure that realizes the meter. Since pentameter lines are
longer, the explanation goes, the chances of a line-medial major syntactic boundary,
or caesura, are greater. It has long been known that inversion primarily occurs at the
beginnings of verse lines, but medial inversions also occur with some frequency.
Where they do, they are very largely initial in some phrase, generally an intonation
phrase. As Hayes (1983, 1989) was the first to observe, metrical constraints are in gen eral relaxed in phrase-initial position, including within the verse line. The idea is then
that the greater relative tension of the pentameter may emerge from the higher frequency of line-medial phrase onsets. Duffell (2008a: 14) comes close to articulating
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this position, suggesting that the iambic tetrameter “lacks the caesura variation” of
the pentameter and “tends therefore to be more monotonous”. Fortition with lenition
[10], that is inversion in any phrasal position, occurs 475 times out of 8722 in the pen tameter (5.4%), and 144 out of 4322 times in the tetrameter (3.3%). While undoubtedly
a factor in producing the overall difference, phrase-initial position is not a sufficient
one. One reason is that the iambic pentameter has a higher rate of fortition in weak
position without lenition in strong position [11]. This configuration occurs 774 times
in 8722 pentameter feet (8.9%), and 295 in 4322 tetrameter feet (6.8%). Such cases are the
result of monosyllabic incursion and, since stressed monosyllables occur freely in weak
position in English, this cannot be explained as licensed by the prosodic environment.
In order to properly falsify the Prosodic Hypothesis, though, we must eliminate the
phrase-initial factor by looking specifically at the relative frequencies of phrasemedial inversions. A search of the corpus shows that such inversions are more common in the iambic pentameter, where they occur 95 times out of 8722 in the pentameter (1.1%). In the tetrameter, they are a little under half as frequent, occurring
20 times out of 4322 (0.5%). Examples are given in (7) with monosyllabic incursion in
the weak position and a function word in the strong position. The only tetrameter
example in (7) is from Browning’s ‘Meeting at Night’ (l. 10).
(7) In timely sleep. Let thy west wind ( sleep on ) / The lake; … Blake, ‘To the Evening Star’ (l. 8)
And blue ( spurt of ) a lighted match,

Browning, ‘Meeting at Night’ (l. 10)

The meed of saints, the white ( robe and ) the palm.

Tennyson, ‘St Simeon Stylites’ (l. 20)

So mastered by the brute ( blood of ) the air,

Yeats, ‘Leda and the Swan’ (l. 12)

Or even last ( year’s or ) the year’s before.

Frost, ‘The Wood-Pile’ (l. 28)

With the exception of the first example (Blake, ‘To the Evening Star’, l. 8), each inver sion occurs inside a phonological phrase consisting of an Adjective plus Noun: blue
spurt, white robe, brute blood, and last year’s. Since sleep on begins a VP, it is initial
within the phonological phrase sleep on the lake.
Furthermore, there are cases of [10] (fortition with lenition) where the weak position
contains the second member of a compound. Such inversions, illustrated in (8), are
significant because the verse foot boundary can only fall inside a phonological
phrase. They only occur in the iambic pentameter.
Lastly, iambic pentameter evinces at least some rare polysyllabic inversions medially
or finally in the intonation phrase. There are only 14 cases (distributed between
12 lines) in the corpus, all of which are shown below in (9).
(8) And veils the farm- ( ·house at ) the garden’s end.

Emerson, ‘The Snow-Storm’ (l. 5)

And re· ( ·cross till ) they weave a spider-web

Browning, ‘Caliban upon Setebos’ (l. 8)

Coating the cave- ( ·top as ) a brow its eye,

Browning, ‘Caliban upon Setebos’ (l. 8)

The tears and takes the fare· ( ·well of ) each friend,

Browning, ‘Childe Roland to the Dark
Tower Came’ (l. 21)

One flight out side· ( ·ways would ) have
undeceived <him.>

Frost, ‘The Wood-Pile’ (l. 17)
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And the ( lion ) glares thro’ the dun ( forest: )

Blake, ‘To the Evening Star’ (l. 12)

And let thy holy feet ( visit ) our clime!

Blake, ‘To Spring’ (l. 8)

Thy soft ( kisses ) on her ( bosom; ) and put

Blake, ‘To Spring’ (l. 14)

That hateful cripple, out of his ( highway )

Browning, ‘Childe Roland to the
Dark Tower Came’, (l. 44)

To the land vaguely realizing ( westward, )

Frost, ‘The Gift Outright’ (l. 14)

Slouches towards ( Bethle· ) ·hem to be born?

Yeats, ‘The Second Coming’ (l. 22)

We saw the last ( embers ) of daylight die,

Yeats, ‘Adam’s Curse’, (l. 29)

Scattering long-haired grief and scored ( pity. )

Larkin, ‘For Sidney Bechet’ (l. 17)

Their parchment, plate and pyx in locked ( cases, )

Larkin, ‘Church Going’ (l. 25)

And once the crows knew, all ( nature ) would know. Nemerov, ‘Brainstorm’ (l. 21)
Juices, and sodden sacks ( suddenly ) let go;

Nemerov, ‘Brainstorm’ (l. 32)

Where it began? the vast ( pudding ) of knowledge,

Nemerov, ‘Boy with Book of
Knowledge’ (l. 13)

If the iambic tetrameter were equally tolerant to such polysyllabic inversions, we
would expect around 7 examples, but we find none. Some of the examples in (9) may
be analyzed as initial in a phonological phrase. This includes the VP visit our clime
(Blake, ‘To Spring’, l. 8), and the clausal suddenly let go (Nemerov, ‘Brainstorm’, l. 32).
Five of the remaining inversions, however, involve nouns with a preceding adjective,
such as last embers (Yeats, ‘Adam’s Curse’, l. 29), or vast pudding (Nemerov, ‘Boy with
Book of Knowledge’, l. 13). Again, this means the inversion is medial in the phonological phrase. Moreover, three of the examples show a noun preceded by a determiner,
which is generally clitic, e.g. the lion (Blake, ‘To the Evening Star’, l. 12). If we assume,
following Ito–Mester (2009) that cliticization entails left-adjunction to the prosodic
word to create a self-embedded prosodic word, then we have to conclude that polysyllabic inversion may also take place within this larger prosodic word domain.
The iambic pentameter is thus more tolerant of initial inversion at lower levels of the
prosodic hierarchy (inside the phonological phrase and even the procliticized
prosodic word), which the tetrameter seems to disallow. The Prosodic Hypothesis
does not predict this difference, but it is consistent with the Metrical Hypothesis to
which we now turn.
Intuitively, the potential for greater tension in the iambic pentameter is attributable
to the richer evidence available for uneven metrical structure that an additional
iambic foot affords. Greater divergence from the metrical template becomes possible
without fatally compromising the desired inference that the poem is iambic. In Section 1, I proposed that the iambic pentameter could be understood in terms of the
enhancement of uneven foot structure at the level of the line and (second) half-line.
The trochaic pentameter is barely attested in English precisely because it incurs the
costs of an extra layer of embedding without enhancing the foot structure. It makes
sense to look for a similar role for structure to explain the Tension Asymmetry. The
question is whether the greater tension of the iambic pentameter is licensed by the
asymmetry of structure (non-linear) or by the mere presence of an additional foot
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(linear). These two possibilities are empirically distinguishable. If the linear interpretation is correct, the addition of a sixth foot, to give a hexameter, should create the
conditions for even greater tension, and the hexameter should be even more flexible
than the pentameter. On the other hand, if the non-linear interpretation is correct, we
would expect the structurally balanced hexameter, shown in FIG. 5, to permit less tension.
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FIG. 5: Tree structure for iambic hexameter

Iambic hexameters, or Alexandrines, are not common in the English tradition. It is
still less common to find poets that use all three meters in a way that would allow a
direct comparison. In the present sample, Michael Drayton, William Wordsworth and
Robert Browning furnish the only examples, each with one Alexandrine in the corpus. I have therefore included two additional hexameter poems to gain a fuller picture. As can be seen from FIG. 6, the hexameter has a lower fortition rate compared
with the pentameter, consistent with the predictions of the Nonlinear Metrical
Hypothesis, but not with the Linear Metrical Hypothesis. Indeed, the hexameter
seems to be even stricter than the tetrameter. Further research is needed to deter mine whether this greater stringency is persistent in larger samples.
When we turn to the lenition rate, the hexameter mean is closer to the tetrameter, as
shown in FIG. 7.
TAB. 7 and TAB. 8 show the fortition and lenition rates for the three poets with work
in all three meters.
For all three, the iambic hexameter is at least as stringent as the tetrameter. For
Wordsworth, the tetrameter and hexameter are roughly equal, but both meters show
low fortition rates. For Drayton and Browning, the hexameter has between a third
and a half of the fortition rate of the tetrameter.
When we turn to the lenition rates for the same three poets, shown in TAB. 8, the
results support neither interpretation. For Drayton, the three meters are roughly similar. Wordsworth’s hexameter patterns with his tetrameter, but Browning’s patterns
with his pentameter.
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FIG. 6: Box and whisker plot showing mean fortition rate (%) for each three iambic meters
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FIG. 7: Box and whisker plot showing mean lenition rate (%) for each three iambic meters

Poet
Drayton, Michael
Wordsworth, William
Browning, Robert

Iambic
pentameter
10.7
10.9
19.1

Iambic
tetrameter
12.5
5.5
17.7

Iambic
hexameter
4.4
5.6
9.5

TAB. 7: Average rate of fortition in iambic tetrameter, pentameter, and hexameter for three
hexameter poets
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Poet
Drayton, Michael
Wordsworth, William
Browning, Robert

47

Iambic
pentameter
18.7
26.1
21.6

Iambic
tetrameter
17.9
19.5
10.3

Iambic
hexameter
20.0
21.2
20.1

TAB. 8: Average rate of lenition in iambic tetrameter, pentameter, and hexameter for three
hexameter poets

The greater stringency of the hexameter is a further strike against the Prosodic
Hypothesis, since it’s predictions for the pentameter and hexameter, both of which
accommodate a caesura, would be the same. What we find, though, is the opposite,
which leads to the conclusion that the greater tension of the iambic pentameter is an
expression of its structural asymmetry. The facts are thus best explained by the Nonlinear Metrical Hypothesis.

5

Conclusions

The iambic pentameter is claimed to have greater tension than the tetrameter, and in
this paper we have looked specifically at mismatches between metrical and prosodic
prominence. Analysis of a corpus of 125 iambic poems (47 tetrameter, 73 pentameter)
shows that the Tension Asymmetry is real, and holds for most of the poets whose
work we have examined, although not all. With the one intriguing exception of
Howard Nemerov, relative tension is never greater for the tetrameter.
We examined three hypotheses to account for this finding. We rejected the Prosodic
Hypothesis that the iambic pentameter, due to its greater length, admits of linemedial major prosodic breaks in a way the tetrameter does not. This is because the
iambic pentameter is also more tolerant of inversions inside constituents lower in the
prosodic hierarchy. In particular, phrase-medial polysyllabic inversion is in the
present corpus only found in the iambic pentameter. The Prosodic Hypothesis also
fails to account for evidence that the iambic hexameter is at least as stringent as the
tetrameter, which also speaks against a linear interpretation of the Metrical Hypothesis. The hypothesis that best explains the facts is thus the Nonlinear Metrical Hypothesis, according to which the difference between even and uneven metrical structure
plays a crucial role. The Tension Asymmetry is thus an interesting example of a statistical expression of an underlying structural asymmetry. Since it bears on the flexibility
and, therefore, the expressive capabilities of the meter, it may help cast light on the
cultural dominance of the iambic pentameter in the English verse tradition.
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Appendix: List of Poems Studied
Poet

Poem title

Year Meter

N(Lines)

Arnold, Matthew

Destiny

1849 tetrameter

8

Arnold, Matthew

To Marguerite Continued

1852 tetrameter

24

Arnold, Matthew

The Progress of Poesy

1864 tetrameter

12

Arnold, Matthew

Geist’s Grave

1880 tetrameter

28

Arnold, Matthew

Shakespeare

1849 pentameter 14

Arnold, Matthew

The Scholar-Gipsy, Lines 1–30

1852 pentameter 30

Arnold, Matthew

Thyrsis

1865 pentameter 30

Blake, William

To the Muses

1783 tetrameter

16

Blake, William

How Sweet I Roamed from Field to
Field

1783 tetrameter

16

Blake, William

Jerusalem

1808 tetrameter

16

Blake, William

To the Evening Star

1783 pentameter 14

Blake, William

To Spring

1783 pentameter 16

Blake, William

The Little Black Boy

1789 pentameter 28

Brontë, Emily

The Prisoner

1846 hexameter

24

Browning, Robert

Porphyria’s Lover

1834 tetrameter

60

Browning, Robert

Song from Paracelsus, Part IV

1835 tetrameter

16

Browning, Robert

Meeting at Night

1845 tetrameter

12

Browning, Robert

My Last Duchess

1842 pentameter 56

Browning, Robert

The Bishop Orders His Tomb at Saint
Praxed’s Church, Lines 1–50

1845 pentameter 50
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Poet

Poem title

Year Meter

N(Lines)

Browning, Robert

Andrea del Sarto

1853 pentameter

Browning, Robert

Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came, 1855 pentameter 48
Lines 1–48

Browning, Robert

Caliban upon Setebos, Lines 1–43

1864 pentameter 43

Browning, Robert

Development, Lines 1–23

1889 pentameter 23

Browning, Robert

Inapprehensiveness

1889 pentameter 32

Browning, Robert

Fifine at the Fair, verse 75

1872 hexameter

28

Carew, Thomas

To His Inconstant Mistress

1640 tetrameter

15

Carew, Thomas

To Ben Johnson

1640 pentameter 50

Carew, Thomas

Upon a Ribband

1640 pentameter 21

Drayton, Michael

A Roundelay between Two Shepherds

1600 tetrameter

Drayton, Michael

Idea’s Mirror (extract)

1594 pentameter 14

Drayton, Michael

The Parting

1597 pentameter 14

Drayton, Michael

England’s Heroical Epistles: Queen
Katherine to Owen Tudor, Lines 1–24

1597 pentameter 24

Drayton, Michael

England’s Heroical Epistles: Owen Tudor
to Queen Katherine, Lines 157–176

1597 pentameter 20

Drayton, Michael

Idea 6

1619 pentameter 14

Drayton, Michael

Poly-Olbion, Song 8, Lines 1–15

1612 hexameter

15

Dunbar, Paul

We Wear the Mask

1896 tetrameter

15

Dunbar, Paul

A Summer's Night

1895 pentameter 8

32

Emerson, Ralph Waldo Concord Hymn

1837 tetrameter

16

Emerson, Ralph Waldo Brahma

1856 tetrameter

16

Emerson, Ralph Waldo The Rhodora

1834 pentameter 16

Emerson, Ralph Waldo The Snow-Storm

1841 pentameter 28

Emerson, Ralph Waldo Hamatreya, Lines 1–10

1845 pentameter 10

Emerson, Ralph Waldo Days

1857 pentameter 11

Frost, Robert

The Road Not Taken

1916 tetrameter

16

Frost, Robert

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening

1923 tetrameter

16

Frost, Robert

Provide, Provide

1934 tetrameter

21

Frost, Robert

The Wood-Pile

1914 pentameter 40

Frost, Robert

Mending Wall

1914 pentameter 45

Frost, Robert

The Oven Bird

1916 pentameter 14

Frost, Robert

Design

1936 pentameter 14

Frost, Robert

The Gift Outright

1942 pentameter 16

Frost, Robert

The Silken Tent

1942 pentameter 14

Frost, Robert

Never Again Would Birds’ Song Be the
Same

1942 pentameter 14

Frost, Robert

The Most of It

1942 pentameter 20
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Poet

Poem title

Year Meter

N(Lines)

Herrick, Robert

Delight in Disorder

1648 tetrameter

14

Herrick, Robert

The Vine

1648 tetrameter

23

Herrick, Robert

To Find God

1648 pentameter 16

Herrick, Robert

To His Conscience

1648 tetrameter

18

Herrick, Robert

Upon Julia’s Clothes

1648 tetrameter

6

Herrick, Robert

To the Sour Reader

1648 pentameter 6

Herrick, Robert

The Argument of His Book

1648 pentameter 14

Jonson, Ben

Vision of Beauty

1629 tetrameter

10

Jonson, Ben

An Elegy

1640 tetrameter

36

Jonson, Ben

On Gut

1616 pentameter 6

Jonson, Ben

Inviting a Friend to Supper

1616 pentameter 42

Jonson, Ben

Though I am Young and Cannot Tell

1640 tetrameter

Jonson, Ben

A Sonnet to the Noble Lady the Lady
Mary Wroth

1640 pentameter 14

Larkin, Philip

An Arundel Tomb

1956 tetrameter

42

Larkin, Philip

Ambulances

1961 tetrameter

30

Larkin, Philip

The Trees

1967 tetrameter

12

Larkin, Philip

This Be the Verse

1971 tetrameter

12

Larkin, Philip

For Sidney Bechet

1954 pentameter 17

Larkin, Philip

Church Going

1954 pentameter 81

Marvell, Andrew

The Definition of Love

1651 tetrameter

Marvell, Andrew

On Milton’s Paradise Lost

1674 pentameter 54

Marvell, Andrew

The Fair Singer

1681 pentameter 18

Nemerov, Howard

The Goose Fish

1955 tetrameter

45

Nemerov, Howard

The Blue Swallows

1967 tetrameter

40

Nemerov, Howard

Brainstorm

1958 pentameter 39

Nemerov, Howard

Boy with Book of Knowledge

1975 pentameter 25

Nemerov, Howard

A Cabinet of Seeds Displayed

1975 pentameter 15

Stickney, Trumbull

An Athenian Garden

1903 tetrameter

Stickney, Trumbull

And the Last Day Being Come Man
Stood Alone

1905 pentameter 16

Swift, Jonathan

The Lady's Dressing Room, Lines 1–36

1730 tetrameter

36

Swift, Jonathan

Stella's Birthday, Lines 1–34

1727 tetrameter

34

Swift, Jonathan

A Beautiful Young Nymph Going to
Bed, Lines 1–38

1731 tetrameter

38

Swift, Jonathan

Verses on the Death of Dr. Swift, DSPD,
Lines 1–38

1739 tetrameter

38

Swift, Jonathan

A Description of the Morning

1709 pentameter 18

Swift, Jonathan

A Description of a City Shower

1710 pentameter 30

Tennyson, Alfred

In Memoriam A.H.H., Canto 1

1833 tetrameter

16

32

20

16
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Poet

Poem title

Year Meter

N(Lines)

Tennyson, Alfred

The Eagle

1851 tetrameter

6

Tennyson, Alfred

The Daisy, Lines 1–24

1853 tetrameter

24

Tennyson, Alfred

To the Rev F. D. Maurice, Lines 1–16

1854 tetrameter

16

Tennyson, Alfred

The Kraken

1830 pentameter 15

Tennyson, Alfred

Ulysses, Lines 1–32

1833 pentameter 32

Tennyson, Alfred

Morte d’Arthur, Lines 1–38

1833 pentameter 38

Tennyson, Alfred

St Simeon Stylites, Lines 1–34

1833 pentameter 34

Tennyson, Alfred

Audley Court, Lines 1–19

1838 pentameter 19

Tennyson, Alfred

Come Down, O Maid

1847 pentameter 31

Tennyson, Alfred

The Princess: Summer Night

1847 pentameter 14

Tennyson, Alfred

Tithonus, Lines 1–31

1860 pentameter 31

Wadding, Luke

Christmas Day

1620 hexameter

12

Wordsworth, William

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud

1804 tetrameter

24

Wordsworth, William

She Was a Phantom of Delight

1804 tetrameter

30

Wordsworth, William

London 1802

1807 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

It is a Beauteous Evening

1807 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

Composed on Westminster Bridge,
September 3, 1802

1807 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

The World is Too Much with Us

1807 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

Nuns Fret not at their Convent’s
Narrow Room

1807 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

Surprised by Joy

1815 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

Mutability

1822 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

Scorn not the Sonnet

1827 pentameter 14

Wordsworth, William

The Pet Lamb

1800 hexameter

68

Wright, Judith

Woman to Man

1949 tetrameter

20

Wright, Judith

Train Journey

1953 pentameter 16

Yeats, William Butler

The Scholars

1917 tetrameter

12

Yeats, William Butler

An Irish Airman Foresees His Death

1919 tetrameter

16

Yeats, William Butler

When You Are Old

1891 pentameter 12

Yeats, William Butler

Adam’s Curse

1902 pentameter 38

Yeats, William Butler

No Second Troy

1908 pentameter 12

Yeats, William Butler

The Second Coming

1919 pentameter 22

Yeats, William Butler

Leda and the Swan

1923 pentameter 14

Yeats, William Butler

Sailing to Byzantium

1926 pentameter 32

Yeats, William Butler

The Circus Animals’ Desertion

1939 pentameter 12

